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About This Game

Turn the crank, rotate the gears, push the levers, Use the catapult, explode it, or fly it...From grilling sausages with a pulley,
gears, rubberbands and a candle to firing a cannon with a basketball, these wacky brain-teasers will light up your imagination

with creative and addictive fun.

Key Features:

70+ Elements

Addictive Fun!

200+ Challenges

Design your own Puzzles with the Building Editor

Multiple Solutions!

3D Graphics & Real Time Shadows
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Review from a crappy gamer:

Pros:
+Neat narration
+Smooth graphics
+Intense intro sequence
+Pretty colors
+Simple story.

Cons:
-Combat Bugs (3-4)
-Sudden Difficulty spike near end
-Sudden end to story
-Not much character development
-No reason to replay

Overall:
*2-4 hours of platforming with a few powers
*Steam sale for a couple bucks might be worth it
*Can't recommend full price. Rambow Six Lockdown. You are John Rambo part of an elite strike team sent into deal with
hostile situations. J/K well not really if you played RS3 or any RS before this you will see this as the tipping point. a few things
are better, like coop is organized and spawns are better. but the action is very geared towards the average gamer not so much
towards teh tactical player. you can run and gun with pray and spray for most situations. I had flash and smoke nades in my load
out andI found I never used them. RS is a tactical situation management team they are sent in to deal with a situtaion quickly
and silently. in the earlier RS's if you were loud, hostages died. this one has no need for a silencer. It is more user friendly but is
the turning point for the franchise. every one since is built on the console model for profit. *tear* Not to say I didnt like it, I
loved it, just liked RS3 more. but dont get me started on RSV.

7.0/10. This game is a classic. When my wife starts playing this I have to beg her for my computer back. It's fun, challenging,
and addicting. Great game to kill time when you don't have enough of it to play a real game.. you will learn more of history and
important figures in the history of humanity than in school!! maybe you can be the best president of your country if you can
beat the game in the upper difficulty!. My mistake for buying deluxe before looking for what it contais but MAN does this skin
look ugly, and in my opinion, contais too little for an extra 10 euros
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Why do I need to be online to play single player games?

 The people who made this game should be ashamed of themselves.

This is absurd.. ing brilliant, shame a game like this doesn't have more attention in my opinion. ;-;

It's a little rough around the edges. E.G. Buying items can be a little finicky. But, I have had a smile on my face from start to
finish playing this game and look forward to putting in a lot more hours. :3. So...
Robotron:2084 and Asteroids met up at an Electric Wizard concert...dropped some acid...and...some 70 years earlier...their
daughter,Candice Swanepoel was born.

Would time travel again.. I wish I could, but I can't recommend the game for its current price (6.99). It is simply too short for
that; the first playthrough took me about half an hour. Everything, especially relationships, happens way too fast to make any
sense. There is simply not enough time to get attached to any of the characters. Speaking of which, I kinda expected Tyrna to be
a fierce warrior (since the game is called "Sword Daughter" and all), but she just ends up getting saved by her elven companion
most of the time. The story is a bit bland, but enjoyable overall.
What I fancied about the game was the art; it is beautiful. Soundtrack is pleasant to listen to as well and your choices truly
matter! All of the 22 endings differ from each other. Perhaps not always plotwise, but you get a new piece of dialogue.

If you want to play this game, wait for a sale (like I did).. Great game for those who want to kill time... ALOT of time!
Unfortunatly its impossible to get a game going in multiplayer because downloading maps takes a while and people who have
played more start the game with no cares for other people.. I have more hours in this game than any other person who left a
review, so I will say this much. This game doesn't have a whole lot of content on face value. But under the surface there is a lot
to do if you enjoy it. There are 7 classes you can experiment with and find all the overpowered talents and combos with, and
plenty of achievements to get, some of which are VERY hard. Which is one of the reasons why I like the game. It can be hard if
you want it, but it isn't forced. I read a few of the negative reviews, and they said that there isn't enough content, but if you're
saying that then you haven't been playing long enough to understand the game. It's sort of like undertale in the way that it's short
but very replayable. I have 40 hours on it and I'm still having fun trying to get all the achievements. I think it's worth 15$ for
fullscreen and perks unlocked by achievements, but if you don't have the money you can go play it on kongregate.com.
Excellent addition at a more than reasonable price! I've been looking forward to the addition of the Huracan and R8 GT3
variants, and I can truly say the two in game are absolutely fun and enjoyable. The M4 A version was somewhat of a surprise; I
didn't really think of it and after trying it out I think I can say it is one of my top favorite cars in the game. The interior exhaust
note, the nifty shift light on the tach were great, but what this car really wants to do is slide! Love it.. Thank you kanye very cool
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